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Our activity evolved from our work in deriving the microphysical basis of rate and 
state friction [1-3]. As proposed for last two years, we concentrated on damage processes 
within shallow (upper ~10s m) off-fault environments. We now recognize that 3 and 
probably 5 nonlinear effects are related: (1) The attenuation of strong shallow seismic 
waves increases at high amplitude [5-8]; (2) The low-amplitude seismic velocity 
decreases after strong shaking and subsequently slowly heals [9-19]; (3) Strong shaking 
triggers shallow very small earthquakes [20-22]. The largest of these shallow events 
produce brief extreme ground accelerations [23-24]. (4) Geomorphic studies indicate that 
damaged easily eroded regolith exists near major seismically active faults [25]. (5) 
Changes in the permeability of shallow rocks and groundwater pressure in shallow wells 
in the aftermath of strong shaking are conceivably related to rock damage on fractures 
[17]. This effect, however, is usually attributed to shaking disrupting debris that clog 
chock points in groundwater flow paths and to transient groundwater pressure variations 
due to shaking [e.g., 26]. The time-dependent behavior of renewed clogging and crack 
closure should differ in principle. Available data do not provide an obvious solution for 
the extent to which each process operates. We did not attempt to resolve this issue. 

During the period of this grant, we have continued to investigate shallow rock 
damage during strong shaking. Nonlinear attenuation is the process of societal interest. 
The remaining 4 processes allow its effects to be detected indirectly and facilitate 
application of rock physics. We gave attention both to nonlinear attenuation of 
moderately strong seismic waves and to the upper limit on extreme ground motions. We 
note that there is new evidence for our hypothesis that dynamic stress triggers shallow 
earthquakes that cause brief extreme dynamic acceleration [23-24]: John Tinsley (USGS) 
documented patches of flipped cow turds following the 2004 Parkfield mainshock. 
Overall, such extreme accelerations are an interesting harmless form of nonlinear 
attenuation, not a harbinger of sustained extreme dynamic accelerations. 

We proposed to investigate alternation of seismic activity between nearby parallel 
strike-slip fault systems by modeling power-law ductile creep beneath the seismogenic 
zone. However, work presented at SCEC 2009 by David Shelly (USGS) indicates that 
tremor and hence slow frictional creep occurs beneath the normal seismogenic zone, so 
we abandoned deep ductile creep as a viable approach but will remain alert for applicable 
mechanics. The P.I. will maintain his broad interests in seismology and tectonics. 

 
Off-fault damage and nonlinear attenuation near Parkfield. As proposed, we 

published a paper [27] discussing shallow transient low-amplitude seismic velocity 
changes associated with the Parkfield mainshock. We obtained an explanation of the 
local seismic coda with this exercise. The coda for repeating earthquakes in the Parkfield 
region are progressively delayed with increasing coda-S arrival time [12]. The delay of S- 
and P-coda relative to their primary phases is mostly from circuitous paths at great depths 
where the seismic velocity does not change. The coda reverberates briefly in the shallow 
subsurface where the seismic velocity did change. The change in coda-P and coda-S is 
comparable to the change in S-P as observed. Conversely modeling the coda a scattered 
Rayleigh or body where most of the primary to coda delay occurs in the shallow 
subsurface predicts excessive changes in coda-primary delays. Second, ambient noise 
seismograms [15] are mostly surface waves (~4 s period, ~1.7 km/s group velocity), 
which give little depth resolution. We showed that the S-P and Rayleigh data sets are 
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compatible with most of the damage being shallow. However the fractional Rayleigh 
wave velocity change is sensitive to its group velocity and period. 

We examined borehole records before and after the Parkfield mainshock to obtain 
surface reflected paths that are known to be in the shallow subsurface. Autocorrelated 
ambient noise in principle gives a virtual zero-offset seismogram.  We obtained P-wave 
(but not S-wave delays) of the free surface reflection of deeper reverberations at one 
station. We obtained the P-wave surface reflection at another station by stacking on the 
first peak of P-waves and flipping the polarity if necessary. The P-wave delay changes in 
both cases are comparable to the S-P delay changes as expected. 

The stacking method is generally applicable to the Parkfield borehole stations. David 
Shelly (USGS) presented tremor data from these stations with a vast number of repeating 
events. We expect that he will use these arrivals to obtain better P-wave and S-wave 
surface reflection delays. Continuous records were not retained for the shallow UPSAR 
Parkfield array. Justin Rubinstein (USGS) is examining transient velocity changes in this 
triggered data set. We do not plan further borehole studies, as other groups are actively 
doing excellent work. 

 
Nonlinear attenuation of basin waves. As proposed, we have paper in press on 

nonlinear attenuation of reverberative waves in basins like Palm Springs and Los Angeles 
[28]. It is societally important to quantify this effect without having to wait for an Mw = 
~7.8 event on the San Andreas Fault. An empirical site-response treatment as typically 
used for body waves is inadequate as energy passes through the near surface several 
times. Considerable simplification arises, as these basin waves are essentially 
fundamental-mode Love waves. We also made computations with Rayleigh waves for 
completeness. The SCEC Community Modeling Environment model and the synthetic 
Shake-out event provided the basis for generic calculations [29-30]. To efficiently take 
derivatives of displacement to obtain dynamic stress, we modified their velocity model so 
that the layers are homogeneous and oversampled the shallow subsurface. We assumed a 
maximum ground-surface particle velocity of ~1.5 m s-1 and computed that fraction of the 
elastic energy that resides above given dynamic to lithostatic (~Coulomb) stress ratio. We 
obtained the perhaps frustrating result that a modest fraction of elastic energy resides at 
Coulomb stress where failure is expected within a pre-stressed material. Thus nonlinear 
attenuation is significant, but does not overwhelm the wave. 

Nonlinear Coulomb-based (or Drucker-Prager) attenuation can be included in the 
numerical code used for the Shake-out example [29-30]. We envision a calibration 
approach. The Los Angeles basin has repeatedly experienced modest (~0.5 m s-1 velocity 
amplitude) basin waves, like from the Landers mainshock [31-32]. Nonlinear behavior is 
expected in the upper tens of meters. This nonlinear effect does not significant sap 3-4 s 
period waves, but it should cause rock shallow damage.  Marine Denolle (Stanford) is 
currently studying surface waves from ambient noise in the Los Angeles basin. The study 
will obtain the low-amplitude seismic behavior and may provide a direct check of 
whether observable nonlinearity occurred with modest basin waves, like with Landers. 
She will attempt to obtain results at high enough frequencies to resolve shallow transient 
velocity changes after strong shaking, but the stations may not be closely enough spaced 
to do this. In any case, shallow transient damage is resolvable if stations are close 
enough, so our work is relevant to the effective deployment of instruments. 
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Rock crushing and the upper limit on extreme compressional P-waves. The 
crushing strength of brittle materials is important to the societal issue of the maximum 
compressional P-wave that can propagate though porous brittle rock. The SCEC 2009 
RFP gave priority to this task as it relates to nuclear waste storage. To theoretically 
examine this process, we applied microphysics to unify rate and state friction with end-
cap behavior [33]. Both processes involve exponential creep at the molecular level. We 
use a thermodynamic continuum approach that strives to obtain a macroscopic average. 

Our conceptual method accrues since rocks have been exposed to lithostatic stress 
over geological time. For significant seismic failure to occur, the creep rate needs to 
increase by the ambient geological time to the seismic time, that is, by a factor of ~1014. 
For simplicity, we represent the exponential creep rate on stress with an equivalent 
power-law N. The normal stress needs to increase to a factor of ~1014/N of its ambient 
value for crushing to occur.  Frequently jostled regolith near major faults has had the 
seismic cycle time tens to hundreds of years to compact under lithostatic stress so the 
ratio of compaction to seismic times is ~109. 

We obtained the exponent N by considering the geometry of real contacts where the 
stress is a few MPa. Both shear and normal traction contribute to the deviatoric stress at 
the contact. Rate and state friction involves creep within tabular contacts. Shear strain 
occurs along the contact and normal traction drives extrusion from the contact. The shear 
tractions from extrusion are much less than the normal traction as typical of a lubricated 
surface. The value of N = ~30 is much less than the intrinsic value of N = ~100 of the 
material. Near-surface crushing of regolith is expected at sustained dynamic accelerations 
modestly above 1 g. End-cap crushing occurs by cracking around a grain-grain contact. 
The predicted value of N is near the intrinsic value ~100. Materials like unwelded tuff 
with pointy contacts fail at normal tractions modestly above their lithostatic pressure and 
at sustained dynamic accelerations of a modest fraction of 1 g. Sandstones where pressure 
solution has broadened contacts have N = ~10 and do not seismically fail in the Earth by 
rate and state compaction. They do eventually fail in the end-cap mode at a high normal 
stress. Overall, the formalism provides a crushing failure criterion that may be calibrated 
in the laboratory and by petrographic studies real contacts. 

 
Fault-tip behavior. We have submitted a paper on the dynamics of rupture tips [33]. 

The modern theory of dynamic rupture involves brief dynamic stresses near rupture tips 
[34-35]. Most of the slip occurs within a principle slip zone which is ~1 mm wide. A ~10 
mm wide fault core contains the principle slip zone (PSZ) [36-37]. Initially failure at the 
rupture tip occurs at stresses expected for Coulomb failure, ~100 MPa for a generic 
example. Rate and state friction applies initially. Eventually after a small amount of slip, 
thermal pressurization or flash melting greatly weakens the slip surface. The remainder 
(meters) of slip occurs at low shear traction. 

The amount of slip within the fault core during each event is relevant to observations 
of exhumed faults. We obtained analytical expressions for this quantity for the aging 
evolution law of rate and state friction and numerical results for the slip law. In both 
cases, strain rate localization occurs if the state variable within the PSZ in slightly less 
than that of the fault core. This result is true even if a > b, which implies strain-rate 
delocalization is the slip velocity changes gradually. 
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Dynamic stresses near the rupture tip determine the width of the PSZ. Slip occurs on 

multiple independent surfaces within the PSZ. The rate and state and dynamic weakening 
slip distances scale linearly to its width. Overall, the PSZ width and slip weakening 
distance scale self-organize so that dynamic stresses around the rupture tip are those for 
Coulomb failure. For example, an excessively thin sliding zone (as drawn above) results 
in rapid slip weakening and huge dynamic velocities at the rupture tip. This situation 
implies dynamic stresses well above those for failure on the fault. Failure from these 
stresses at the rupture tip widens the PSZ. Extensive failure by dynamic stresses would 
also add to macroscopic friction and strengthen the fault. Conversely, strain rate 
localization weakens the sliding zone if it is initially too thick. This process continues 
until the weakening distance of the PSZ implies some off-tip failure and the minimum 
possible macroscopic friction. Note that this width criterion applies only near the rupture 
tip. The sliding zone within the PSZ can localize as observed in exhumed faults [36] 
where meters of slip occurs after dynamic weakening. 

We have also examined the microphysics of flash melting. The standard theory gives 
an applicable answer, but both shear and normal traction need to be taken into account. 
That is, the material within a fully weakened contact will extrude and not support normal 
traction. The net effect is that if the contact did not exist. Therefore, unmelted contacts 
would support both shear and normal traction and the macroscopic coefficient of friction 
does not change. Rather, weakened contacts become more tabular and the unweakened 
material within contacts retards both shear strain and extrusion strain. A testable 
prediction is that seismic dilatancy decreases once flash melting commences. 

 
Regolith damage and nonlinear attenuation. We have returned to our work [38] to 

obtain an improved treatment of nonlinear attenuation in regolith that is repeated jostled 
in strong seismic events. We retain a fractal distribution of stresses within the material 
[39].  These stresses are residual stresses immediately after shaking and pre-stresses in 
the next strong earthquake. The highest stresses relax between earthquakes. A finite 
dynamic stress is thus needed to bring the sum of dynamic and pre-stress to failure and 
cause nonlinear attenuation. Regolith that is frequently shaken will have high peak pre-
stress and high pre-stress elastic energy and thus tend to fail in subsequent shaking. 

We are applying this formalism to obtain microscopic strain energy and explain 
pulverized rock [40-41]. We agree that extreme dynamic stress do produce pulverized 
rock in the laboratory [42], but point out that numerous events where failure barely 
occurs are more likely. Microscopic strain energy, surface free energy, and porosity work 
against lithostatic stress are comparable.  Microscopic strain energy builds up until the 
amount regenerated in each event balances the amount that relaxes between events. 
Thereafter, further pulverization becomes inefficient. 
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